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Abstract. Byzantine fault-tolerant distributed systems are designed to
provide resiliency despite arbitrary faults, i.e., even in the presence of
agents who do not follow the common protocol and/or despite compro-
mised communication. It is, therefore, common to focus on the perspec-
tive of correct agents, to the point that the epistemic state of byzantine
agents is completely ignored. Since this view relies on the assumption
that faulty agents may behave arbitrarily adversarially, it is overly con-
servative in many cases. In blockchain settings, for example, dishonest
players are usually not malicious, but rather selfish, and thus just fol-
low some “hidden” protocol that is different from the protocol of the
honest players. Similarly, in high-availability large-scale distributed sys-
tems, software updates cannot be globally instantaneous, but are rather
performed node-by-node. Consequently, updated and non-updated nodes
may simultaneously be involved in a protocol for solving a distributed
task like consensus or transaction commit. Clearly, the usual assumption
of common knowledge of the protocol is inappropriate in such a setting.
On the other hand, joint protocol execution and, sometimes, even basic
communication becomes problematic without this assumption: How are
agents supposed to interpret each other’s messages without knowing their
mutual communication protocols? We propose a novel epistemic modal-
ity creed for epistemic reasoning in heterogeneous distributed systems
with agents that are uncertain of the actual communication protocol
used by their peers. We show that the resulting logic is quite closely
related to modal logic S5, the standard logic of epistemic reasoning in
distributed systems. We demonstrate the utility of our approach by sev-
eral examples.

1 Introduction

A distributed system is a system with multiple processes, or agents, located
on different machines that communicate and coordinate actions, via message
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passing or shared memory, in order to accomplish some task [8,21]. This common
task is achieved by means of agent protocols instructing agents how to exchange
information and act. Designing distributed systems is difficult due to the inherent
uncertainty agents have about the global state of the system, caused, e.g., by
different computation speeds and message delays.

Knowledge [15] is a powerful conceptual way of reasoning about this uncer-
tainty [13,14]. Indeed, knowledge is at the core of the agents’ ability to act
according to the protocol: According to the Knowledge of Preconditions prin-
ciple [22], a protocol instruction to act based on a precondition ϕ can only be
followed if the agent knows ϕ to hold. While trivial for preconditions based on
the local state of the acting agent itself, this observation comes to the fore for
global preconditions, also involving other agents, as is common for coordination
problems such as consensus.

One of the standard ways of modeling agents’ knowledge is via the possible
world semantics that takes into account all the possible global states the agents
can be in and which of these possible worlds a particular agent can distinguish
based on its local information. In this view, agent i knows a proposition ϕ,
written Kiϕ, in a global state s iff this proposition holds in all global states s′

that are indistinguishable from s for i. The primary means of obtaining new
knowledge — and the only way of increasing knowledge about the local states
of other agents — in a distributed system is by means of communication.

Fault-tolerant systems add another layer of complexity, in particular, when
processes may not only stop operating or drop messages but can be (or become)
byzantine [19], i.e., may behave arbitrarily erroneously, in particular, can com-
municate in erratic, arbitrary, or deceptive manner. Malicious faulty agents may
have a “hidden agenda”, in which case, instead of following the original com-
monly known protocol, a faulty agent (or a group of faulty agents) can execute
actions (possibly in consort with each other) that jeopardize the original goals
of the system.

Although these hidden agendas are typically not transparent for correct
agents, some assumptions must be made to restrict the types and numbers of
protocol-defying actions and messages. Without such restrictions, provably cor-
rect solutions for a distributed task do not exist. These assumptions must usually
be commonly known by all agents, like the basic communication mechanism, the
protocol of all correct agents, the data encoding used in its messages, etc. In [7],
the whole corpus of these common assumptions is referred to as a priori knowl-
edge.1 For the possible world semantics, this translates into the assumption of
common knowledge of the model [3], which enables the agents to compute epis-
temic states of other agents, a task necessary for a typical coordination problem
like consensus [6].

Since correct agents generally cannot distinguish a simple malfunction from
malintent, erroneous messages, i.e., messages sent in contravention of the com-

1 The focus of [7] is on a priori assumptions that can be erroneous and may require
later updates, hence, the term a priori beliefs there. In this paper, we generally
assume these assumptions to be factive, hence, we use a priori knowledge instead.
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monly known joint protocol, are usually left uninterpreted. For instance, in the
epistemic modeling and analysis framework [11,16–18] for byzantine agents, mes-
sage ϕ received from agent i is interpreted by means of the hope modality

Hiϕ := correcti → Biϕ,

where Biϕ represents belief of agent i and is understood in the spirit of belief as
defeasible knowledge [24], where

Biϕ := Ki(correcti → ϕ).

This hope modality Hiϕ is equivalent to a disjunction

¬correcti ∨ (correcti ∧ Biϕ),

suggesting that a message ϕ from i is interpreted as the uncertainty between
agent i being faulty or the epistemic state of i confirming ϕ in case i is a correct
agent. Note that in the former case, the message carries no meaning whatsoever.
Indeed, the axiomatization of hope in [10] takes Hi⊥ to be the definition of faulty
agents because only a faulty agent can send contradictory messages. Given that
in normal modal logic Hi⊥ → Hiϕ holds for any ϕ, the consequence is that a
faulty agent can send any message independent of its epistemic state. In other
words, no conclusions about the epistemic state of a faulty agent can be drawn
from its messages, as reflected in the hope modality.

However, not all systems exhibit such a stark dichotomy between commonly
known and fully transparent us (correct processes) and the mysterious and unin-
terpretable them (faulty processes). Rational agents in blockchain settings [12],
for instance, do not necessarily have the same goal as the rest of the system.
Nevertheless, neither their actions nor their communication are arbitrary, not to
speak of adversarial. Consequently, game theoretic modeling, based on a model
of their beliefs and goals, can be applied for the analysis of such systems [2].

In this paper, we extend this finer-grained view to the epistemic modeling of
distributed systems and consider heterogeneous distributed systems, where dif-
ferent processes may run different protocols and where the assumption that all
protocols are commonly known is dropped. In such systems, we assume that pro-
cesses are partitioned into types (or roles, or classes) of agents, so that within
one type the protocols are commonly known to the agents of that type. While
such a strong assumption is not made for agents of different types, we do not
assume them to have zero knowledge of each other’s protocol either. In particu-
lar, we assume that each class is equipped with an interpretation function that
encodes the amount of knowledge agents have regarding the preconditions for
communication agents of a different type have.

Since having no preconditions for sending a message is an allowed instance,
this setting generalizes the byzantine setting described earlier, where there are
two types — correct and faulty agents — and only messages of correct agents
have a non-trivial interpretation. These interpretation functions are formalized
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by means of the new creed modality C
A\B
p ϕ introduced in this paper, which gen-

eralizes the hope modality for the byzantine case and represents the information
an agent of type A can infer upon receiving message ϕ from agent p of type B.

We illustrate the communication scenarios where this creed modality may be
useful by means of some examples:

Example 1 (“The Murders in the Rue Morgue”). This famous story by Edgar
Allan Poe describes a murder mystery. Several witnesses heard the murderer
(agent m) but nobody saw m. The problem in interpreting their testimony
is that they seem to contradict each other: for instance, a French witness f
thinks m spoke Italian and is certain m was not French, whereas a Dutch wit-
ness d thought m was French, etc. Importantly, none of the witnesses could
understand what was being said (f does not speak Italian, while d does not
speak French, etc.). The standard byzantine framework considers the possibil-
ity of a faulty agent sending different messages to different agents to confuse
them, but provides no means to describe one uncorrupted message being treated
so differently by correct agents. Standard epistemic methods either accept all
incoming information as being of equal value or make a priori preferential judge-
ments. However, in the story, Monsieur C. Auguste Dupin correctly surmises
that m spoke neither of the languages. Dupin neither dismisses witness accounts
completely as lies nor accepts them completely. Instead he chooses some of the
witness statements over others without prejudging them.

Example 2 (Knights and Knaves puzzles). There is a series of logical puzzles,
popularized by Smullyan [26], about an island, all inhabitants of which are either
knights who always tell the truth or knaves who always lie. One of the simplest
ones [26, Puzzle 28] is as follows:

There are only two people, p and q, each of whom is either a knight or a
knave. p makes the following statement: “At least one of us is a knave.”
What are p and q?

Our goal is to incorporate the uncertainty about the mode of communication
(knaves lie/knights tell the truth) into the logic. Fault-tolerant systems do not
provide a satisfactory model since there information from faulty agents is either
accepted (in case of benign faults) or ignored as completely unreliable (in case of
byzantine faults). Instead, enough information is collected from correct agents
(and they must constitute an overwhelming majority for most problems to be
solvable). By contrast, knights and knaves puzzles are typically solvable even if
all agents involved are knaves. The answer to the puzzle above, for instance, is
that p is a knight and q is a knave. We would like to derive this answer fully
within the logic.

Example 3 (Software Updates). In a highly available large scale distributed sys-
tem like an ATM network, it is impossible to simultaneously update the software
executed by the processes. Rather, processes are usually updated more or less
sequentially during normal operation of the system, at unpredictable times. As
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a consequence, the joint protocol executed in the system while a software update
is in progress might mix both old and new protocol instances. Existing solutions
like [1,25], which aim at updating complex protocols/software, typically provide
“consistent update” environments that prevent such mixing.

Thanks to our creed modality, however, mixed joint protocols could be
allowed, by explicitly considering those in the development of the new protocol
instance: Indeed, when implementing a bug fix or feature update, the developer
obviously knows the previous implementation. A message received at some pro-
cess p from some process q in the new implementation just needs to be interpreted
differently, depending on whether q runs an old or a new protocol instance. Note
that backward compatibility typically rules out incorporating a version number
into the messages of the (new) protocol here, in which case p would be uncertain
about the actual status of q, despite having received a message from it.

For light-weight low-level protocols, this approach might indeed constitute
an attractive alternative to complex consistent update mechanisms.

After introducing our framework, we explain in Sect. 6 how these examples
could be formalized.

Related Work. Our logical framework generalizes the hope modality [10] intro-
duced to reason about byzantine agents in distributed systems. We extend the
standard formulation by considering the byzantine case as a special agent-type.
Agent-types in the field of epistemic logic are formulated in [5], where names are
used as abstract roles for groups of agents, depending on their characteristics.
From the dynamic epistemic logic [9] perspective, a public announcement logic
with agent types is presented in [20], providing a dynamic framework to rea-
son about uncertainty of agent-types that is used to formalize the knights and
knaves puzzle. Due to the different motivations, while treating a closely related
problems set, [5] and [20] make different and at times incomparable choices
regarding the postulates underlying the systems. For instance, a precondition
for an announcement for an agent in [20] need not entail the agent knowing
this precondition, which contradicts the fundamental Knowledge of Precondi-
tions principle for distributed systems [22]. On the other hand, all agents in [20]
possess the same knowledge about each of the existing agent types, in particular,
all agents share one common interpretation of messages from a particular type,
an assumption in line with the rather centralized nature of updates in dynamic
epistemic logic but less sensible for distributed systems.

Paper Organization. In Sect. 2, we introduce the basic preliminary definitions
and lemmas for describing heterogeneous distributed system where agents are
grouped into types, each characterized by a different protocol. In Sect. 3, we
provide an epistemic logic for representing heterogeneous distributed settings
by introducing the creed modality and prove soundness and completeness in
Sect. 4. We derive the properties of creed in Sect. 5. Having done that, in Sect. 6
we show how to apply this framework to the motivating examples. Finally, some
conclusions are provided in Sect. 7.
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2 Heterogeneous Distributed Systems

In this paper, we focus on heterogeneous distributed systems where agents are of
different types characterized by different protocols. All agents are assumed to be
at most benign faulty,2 in the sense that they do not take actions not specified by
their protocol, cannot communicate wrong information, and have perfect recall.
At any time, however, agents may change their type, i.e., change their protocol.

These different protocols partition the set of processes into different types,
which are identified with the names of the protocols. The set of all existing
types is commonly known to all the agents. All agents of the same type, which
typically work towards the same goal, use the same protocol that is commonly
known to all agents of this type. What is not generally known to an agent is the
distribution of agents into types and the actual protocol of a type different from
its own. In other words, agent a generally does neither know the type nor the
protocol of agent b.

Communication in the system is governed by the protocols. Whereas all
protocols must use the same basic communication mechanism and a common
layering structure [23], i.e., (possibly non-synchronous) communication rounds,
agents of different types generally communicate according to different protocol
rules, data formats, encodings, etc. Communication actions are triggered by pre-
conditions that depend on the protocol of the agent’s type. Consequently, the
interpretation of each message depends on:

– the knowledge of the receiver about the type(s) the sender may belong to;
– the knowledge of the receiver about the communication protocol of this (these)

type(s).

More formally, we consider a finite set of processes Π = {p1, . . . , pn} that
communicate with each other by using a joint communication mechanism, such
as, e.g., shared memory objects or point-to-point messages. Each process exe-
cutes some protocol with a name (= type) taken from a commonly known set of
names A. However, no assumption is made about the types and the actual proto-
cols of distinct agents i and j being identical or mutually known. All protocols are
organized in a common, possibly non-synchronous communication round struc-
ture. We also require that the system has a common notion of time, represented
by a directed set T . Common choices for T are the set of natural number N,
or even the set of real numbers R. It should be noted that in Definitions 4–5,
we assume that concepts such as configuration and protocol match the standard
notions in distributed computing literature [4,21].

Definition 4 (Heterogeneous distributed system). We say that a tuple
〈Π,A,P, C, T 〉 is a heterogeneous distributed system iff

– Π = {p1, . . . , pn} is a finite set of processes;
– A = {A1, . . . , Ak} is a partition of Π into agent types;

2 Adding byzantine faults to the picture will be left for future research.
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– P = {P1, . . . ,Pk} is a collection of protocols that correspond to A, one protocol
per agent type;

– C is a communication medium; and
– T is a directed set representing global times.

The joint protocol of 〈Π,A,P, C, T 〉 is the protocol formed by the protocols of all
the agents.

In this setting, given multiple possibly non-cooperating teams of agents, we
need to re-define the notion of tasks and solvability. In particular, we generally
cannot impose restrictions on the output of processes in other partitions.

Definition 5 (Partial task). We say that a tuple 〈S, I,O,Δ〉 is a partial task
relative to S ⊆ Π iff I is a set of input configurations for Π; O is a set of output
configurations for S; and Δ is a validity correspondence that maps valid initial
configurations of the system to a subset of valid output configurations for S.

Definition 6 (Solvability). Let 〈Π,A,P, C, T 〉 be a heterogeneous distributed
system. We say that agents of type Ai ∈ A can solve a partial task T =
〈S, I,O,Δ〉 iff for any input configuration σ ∈ I, the execution of the joint
protocol of 〈Π,A,P, C, T 〉 leads to an output configuration ρ|S ∈ Δ(σ).

Note that traditional distributed systems with benign failures fall into the
particular case where A = {Π} and there is one unique protocol executed by
all processes. Similarly, distributed systems with send-restricted byzantine faults
(no false perceptions of received messages, but arbitrary message sending) could
be modeled as an instance with two types AB = {Correct,Faulty}, where all
agents of type Correct follow the intended protocol, whereas agents of type Faulty
can arbitrarily deviate from it.

3 Epistemic Logic for Heterogeneous Distributed
Systems

We consider a heterogeneous distributed system 〈Π,A,P, C, T 〉 according to Def-
inition 4, where processes are partitioned into different types according to their
protocol. Agents of the same type share a common protocol, which also includes
information on how to interpret messages from agents of various types. Recall
that we assume that each process knows its own protocol/type, and, therefore,
the protocol of all other agents of the same type, but not necessarily which agents
are of this type. In particular, an agent may be unsure whether another agent
belongs to its own type or not.

Agents interpret received messages by means of an interpretation function:

Definition 7 (Interpretation function). Let F be the set of well-defined
formulas used by agents to communicate. An interpretation function for type A ∈
A with respect to type E ∈ A messages is any function fAE : F → F.
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Intuitively, fAE(ϕ) corresponds to the knowledge that type A agents (or simply
A agents) have about the preconditions for E agents to send message ϕ. We
assume that function fAE , for every type E, is a priori known by every A agent,
as part of its protocol.

Example 8. Interpretation function fAE(ϕ) := 
 for all ϕ ∈ F corresponds
to the case when A agents have no knowledge about the communication pro-
tocol of E agents. For instance, byzantine agents who can send any message
at any time (send-unrestricted byzantine agents) can be captured by choosing
fCorrect,Faulty(ϕ) = 
 for partition AE = {Correct,Faulty}. The minimal require-
ment that all correct agents tell the truth translates into fCorrect,Correct(ϕ) = ϕ.

Since we want to be able to express partition membership into our language
and formulas, we need to define partition membership atoms.

Definition 9 (Propositional variables and partition atoms). We con-
sider, for each process pi ∈ Π, a finite set Propi of propositional variables.
In addition, for each agent type A ∈ A, we consider the set ΠA := {Ap | p ∈ Π}
of partition atoms. The set of all atomic propositions is defined as

Prop :=
n⋃

i=1

Propi ∪
⋃

A∈A
ΠA.

Since A is a partition, every agent belongs to one and only one type. For
convenience, we denote the type of agent p by p̄. Furthermore, we will assume
that each agent knows its own type, i.e., Kp(p̄p).

Now that we have established the basics of our heterogeneous distributed
systems, we can proceed to define the language.

Definition 10 (Language of EHL). The language L of the epistemic hetero-
geneous logic extends the standard (multi-modal) epistemic language by a new
family of modalities called creed and is given by the grammar:

ϕ ::= r | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | Kpϕ, (1)

where r ∈ Prop is an atomic proposition (i.e., propositional variable or partition
atom), p ∈ Π is an agent, and A,E ∈ A are agent types. Other boolean connec-
tives, as well as boolean constants 
 and ⊥, are defined in the usual way. We
use the following derived modalities: K̂pϕ := ¬Kp¬ϕ and creed defined as

C
A\E
p ϕ := Ep → KpfAE(ϕ) (2)

for any agent p ∈ Π and agent types A,E ∈ A.

Creed C
A\E
p ϕ represents the amount of information an A agent can extract

from a message ϕ received from agent p under the assumption that p belongs
to type E of the partition. It is based on the a priori knowledge A agents pos-
sess of the preconditions for an E agent to send message ϕ, as encoded in the
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interpretation function fAE from Definition 7, which is external to the language.
This precondition already takes into account the Knowledge of Preconditions
principle [22], by assuming that the sender must know that the preconditions
hold. We use the standard Kripke model semantics with additional restrictions
for partition atoms:

Definition 11 (Semantics). Let 〈Π,A,P, C, T 〉 be a heterogeneous dis-
tributed system and {fAE | A,E ∈ A} be the collection of inter-
pretation functions for it. An (epistemic) Kripke frame F = (W,∼)
is a pair of a non-empty set W of worlds (or states) and a function
∼ : Π → P(W × W ) that assigns to each agent p ∈ Π an equiva-
lence relation ∼p⊆ W × W on W . A Kripke model M = (W,∼, V )
is a triple where (W,∼) is an epistemic Kripke frame and V : W → P(Prop)
is a valuation function for atomic propositions. The truth relation |= between
Kripke models and formulas is defined as follows: M, s |= r iff r ∈ V (s) for
any r ∈ Prop; cases for the boolean connectives are standard; M, s |= Kpϕ iff
M, t |= ϕ for all t ∈ W such that s ∼p t. As usual, validity in a model, denoted
M |= ϕ, means M, s |= ϕ for all s ∈ W .

A Kripke model M = (W,∼, V ) is called an EHL model iff the following two
conditions hold:

1. For any state s ∈ W and any agent p ∈ Π,
∣∣V (s) ∩ {Ap | A ∈ A}

∣∣ = 1, (3)

i.e., exactly one of partition atoms Ap involving agent p is true at state s.
2. For any agent p, any agent type A, and pair of states s and t,

s ∼p t =⇒
(
Ap ∈ V (s) ⇔ Ap ∈ V (t)

)
, (4)

i.e., p can distinguish worlds where it is of different types.

General validity, denoted |= ϕ, means M |= ϕ for all EHL models.

Example 12 For the interpretation functions from Example 8 for send-unrestrict-
ed byzantine agents, C

Correct\Faulty
p ϕ = Faultyp → Kp
. For epistemic models, it

is logically equivalent to 
, meaning that no information can be gleaned from a
message under the assumption that it is sent by a fully byzantine agent without
perception flaws. At the same time, for truth-telling correct agents

C
Correct\Correct
p ϕ = Correctp → Kpϕ,

which closely matches the hope modality

Hpϕ = Correctp → Kp(Correctp → ϕ)

from [10]. Indeed, since we assume agents to know their own type, it is the case
that Correctp → KpCorrectp holds, making Hpϕ equivalent to C

Correct\Correct
p ϕ.
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Example 13 Apart from helping to understand messages, an interpretation func-
tion can be used to gain knowledge about the type of the sender. For instance,
if A agents know enough about the way E agents communicate to conclude that
a particular message ϕ can never be sent by an E agent, which corresponds to
fAE(ϕ) = ⊥, then C

A\E
q ϕ = Eq → Kq⊥. For epistemic models, such C

A\E
q ϕ is

logically equivalent to ¬Eq. In other words, having received ϕ from agent q, an
A agent p learns at least Kp¬Eq.

Remark 14 (Information from message passing). Let p, q ∈ Π be agents and
A be a partition of Π. The knowledge gained by agent p upon receiving a mes-
sage ϕ from agent q can be described by KpC

p
qϕ, where

C
p
qϕ :=

∧

E∈A
C

p̄\E
q ϕ (5)

In other words, knowing its own type, p considers all possible types for the
sender q and for each type considers the respective interpretation of the message;
the conjunction combined with the implications within creed make sure that the
appropriate type is chosen. Note that the presence of send-unrestricted agents
from Example 12 adds a conjunct to (5) that is equivalent to 
. Hence, send-
unrestricted agents can be safely ignored in determining the message meaning.
By the same token, some conjuncts in (5) can rule out a particular type for
agent q as in Example 13. Finally, if p has already ruled out some type E, then
Kp¬Eq logically implies Kp(Eq → KqfAE(ϕ)) independent of the interpretation
function. In this case, the E-conjunct of (5) becomes redundant.

Example 15. In the system from Example 8 with send-unrestricted byzantine
agents, upon receiving message ϕ from agent q, agent p can ignore the possibility
of the sender being Faulty and conclude Correctq → Kqϕ, i.e., hope Hqϕ for the
case of factive beliefs, in full accordance with [10]. Note also that p may infer
Kqϕ from this message if p is sure that q is correct.

Now that we have established the basic definitions and semantics for the
logic, we will now provide an axiomatization that we prove sound and complete
in the next section.

Definition 16 (Logic EHL). Let 〈Π,A,P, C, T 〉 be a heterogeneous distributed
system and {fAE | A,E ∈ A} be the collection of interpretation functions for it.
Logic EHL is obtained by adding to the standard axiomatization of modal logic
of knowledge S5 the partition axioms P1–P3. The resulting axiom system is as
follows: for all p ∈ Π, all A ∈ A, and all E ∈ A such that E �= A,

Taut All propositional tautologies in the language of EHL;
k Kp(ϕ → ψ) → (Kpϕ → Kpψ); 4 Kpϕ → KpKpϕ;
t Kpϕ → ϕ; 5 ¬Kpϕ → Kp¬Kpϕ;

(MP) rule inferring ψ from ϕ → ψ and ϕ; (Nec) rule inferring Kpϕ from ϕ;
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P1
∨

A∈A
Ap; P2 Ap → ¬Ep; P3 Ap → KpAp. (6)

Partition axiom P1 states that each agent belongs to at least one of the types.
Partition axiom P2 postulates that each agent belongs to at most one of the
types. Together they imply that agent types partition the set of agent. Partition
axiom P3 expresses that every process knows its own type.

4 Soundness and Completeness of EHL

Since EHL is an extension of S5 with partition axioms governing the behavior
of partition atoms while EHL models are instances of epistemic models, the
soundness and completeness for EHL follows the standard proof for S5 (see,
e.g., [9]), where additionally it is necessary to establish that the partition axioms
are sound and that the canonical model satisfies the additional restrictions.

Theorem 17 (Soundness). Logic EHL is sound with respect to EHL models,
i.e., EHL � ϕ implies |= ϕ.

Proof. We only establish the validity of partition axioms. Axioms P1 and P2
hold due to condition (3). Similarly, P3 holds because of (4). ��

Completeness is proved by the standard canonical model construction, which
requires several definitions. We omit the proofs of the following lemmas if com-
pletely standard and only treat new cases otherwise.

Definition 18 (Maximal consistent sets). A set Γ ⊆ F of formulas is called
consistent iff EHL � ¬

∧
Γ0 for any finite subset Γ0 ⊆ Γ . A set Γ is called

maximal consistent iff Γ is consistent but no proper superset Δ � Γ is consistent.

Lemma 19 (Lindenbaum Lemma). Any consistent set Γ can be extended
to a maximal consistent set Δ ⊇ Γ .

Definition 20 (Canonical model). We define the canonical model MC =
(SC ,∼C , V C) is defined as follows:

– SC is the collection of all maximal consistent sets;
– Γ ∼p Δ iff {Kpϕ | Kpϕ ∈ Γ} = {Kpϕ | Kpϕ ∈ Δ};
– V C(Γ ) := {r ∈ Prop | r ∈ Γ}.

Lemma 21 (Truth Lemma). For any ϕ ∈ F and any Γ ∈ SC ,

ϕ ∈ Γ ⇐⇒ MC , Γ |= ϕ

Lemma 22 (Correctness). The canonical model is an EHL model.

Proof. That SC �= ∅ and ∼p is an equivalence relation for each p ∈ Π is proved
the same way as for S5. It remains to show that (3) and (4) hold.
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(3) Consider any maximal consistent set Γ ∈ SC and any agent p ∈ Π. By the
standard properties of maximal consistent sets, all theorems of EHL belong
to each maximal consistent set, in particular,

(∨
A∈A Ap

)
∈ Γ because of

axiom P1. A disjunction belongs to a maximal consistent set iff one of the
disjuncts does. Hence, there exists at least one type A such that Ap ∈ Γ .
At the same time, for any other type E, we have (Ap → ¬Ep) ∈ Γ because
of axiom P2. Hence, Ep /∈ Γ because maximal consistent sets are consistent
and closed with respect to (MP). It follows that there is exactly one partition
atom of the form Ap in Γ . Hence, by the definition of V C ,

∣∣V C(Γ ) ∩ {Ap | A ∈ A}
∣∣ = 1.

(4) Consider two maximal consistent sets Γ ∼p Δ. Let Ap ∈ Γ . By P3, also
KpAp ∈ Γ . Hence, KpAp ∈ Δ by the definition of ∼p. Finally, Ap ∈ Δ by
axiom t. We proved that Ap ∈ Γ implies Ap ∈ Δ. The inverse implication
is analogous. ��

Theorem 23 (Completeness). Logic EHL is complete with respect to EHL
models, i.e., EHL � ϕ whenever |= ϕ.

Proof. We prove the contrapositive. Assume EHL � ϕ. That means that {¬ϕ} is
consistent. By Lindenbaum Lemma 19, there exists a maximal consistent set Γ ⊇
{¬ϕ}. Hence, this Γ ∈ SC for the canonical model MC defined in Definition 20,
which is an EHL model by Lemma 22. By the Truth Lemma 21, it follows that
MC , Γ |= ¬ϕ. Since MC , Γ �|= ϕ for some EHL model, ϕ is not valid, i.e., �|= ϕ.��

5 Properties of Creed

In this section, we derive several useful properties of creed modalities.
The explicit assumption P3 that each agent knows which type it belongs to

implies a complete knowledge of own type, i.e., each agent a knows whether it
belongs to any type A:

Theorem 24. EHL � ¬Ap → Kp¬Ap for all p ∈ Π, A ∈ A, i.e., agents know
which type they do not belong to.

Proof. By P1, agent p must belong to one of the types. Hence, if not type A, it
must be one of the remaining types, i.e., ¬Ap →

∨
E �=A Ep. Therefore, we have

¬Ap →
∨

E �=A KpEp due to P3. Given that Ep → ¬Ap for each E �= A by P2,
also KpEp → Kp¬Ap for each E �= A by standard modal reasoning. Hence,
¬Ap → Kp¬Ap. ��

Corollary 25. EHL � KpAp ∨ Kp¬Ap for all p ∈ Π, A ∈ A

Proof. It follows directly from P3 and Theorem 24 by propositional reasoning.

The creed modality amounts to K45-belief:
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Theorem 26. Creed satisfies the normality, positive and negative introspection
axioms if applied to statements already translated by an interpretation function.
Formally, let �ϕ�AE stand for any formula ξ such that fAE(ξ) = ϕ. Then the
following formulas are derivable in EHL:

kC � C
A\E
p �ϕ → ψ�AE →

(
C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE → C

A\E
p �ψ�AE

)

4C � C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE → C

A\E
p

�
C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE

�

AE

5C � ¬C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE → C

A\E
p

�
¬C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE

�

AE

Proof. We start by deriving kC:

1. C
A\E
p �ϕ → ψ�AE = Ep → Kp(ϕ → ψ) definition of creed

2. Kp(ϕ → ψ) → (Kpϕ → Kpψ) axiom k

3. C
A\E
p �ϕ → ψ�AE →

(
Ep → (Kpϕ → Kpψ)

)
prop. reasoning from 1.,2.

4. C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE = Ep → Kpϕ definition of creed

5. C
A\E
p �ϕ → ψ�AE →

(
C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE → (Ep → Kpψ)

)
prop. reasoning from 3.,4.

6. Ep → Kpψ = C
A\E
p �ψ�AE definition of creed

7. C
A\E
p �ϕ → ψ�AE →

(
C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE → C

A\E
p �ψ�AE

)
rewriting of 5. using 6.

The following is a derivation of 4C:

1. C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE = Ep → Kpϕ definition of creed

2. Kpϕ → KpKpϕ axiom 4

3. C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE → (Ep → KpKpϕ) prop. reasoning from 1.,2.

4. Kpϕ → (Ep → Kpϕ) prop. tautology
5. KpKpϕ → Kp(Ep → Kpϕ) normal modal reasoning from 4.

6. C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE →

(
Ep → KpC

A\E
p �ϕ�AE

)
prop. reasoning from 3.,5. using 1.

7. Ep → KpC
A\E
p �ϕ�AE = C

A\E
p

�
C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE

�

AE
definition of creed

8. C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE → C

A\E
p

�
C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE

�

AE
rewriting of 6. using 7.

The following is a derivation of 5C:

1. ¬C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE ↔ Ep ∧ ¬Kpϕ prop. reasoning from the definition of creed

2. Ep → KpEp axiom P3
3. ¬Kpϕ → Kp¬Kpϕ axiom 5
4. ¬C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE → Kp(Ep ∧ ¬Kpϕ) normal modal reasoning from 1.–3.

5. ¬C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE → Kp¬C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE normal modal reasoning from 1.,4.

6. ¬C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE →

(
Ep → Kp¬C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE

)
prop. reasoning from 5.

7. ¬C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE → C

A\E
p

�
¬C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE

�

AE
rewriting of 6. ��

In addition, this creed belief is factive whenever the speaker type is correctly
identified (cf. a similar conditional factivity for hope in [10]):
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Theorem 27. t∗
C

: EHL � Ep →
(
C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE → ϕ

)
.

Proof. 1. � C
A\E
p �ϕ�AE = (Ep → Kpϕ) definition of creed

2. � Kpϕ → ϕ axiom t

3. � Ep →
(
C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE → ϕ

)
prop. reasoning from 1.,2. ��

On the other hand, misidentifying the speaker’s type may easily destroy
factivity. Let p /∈ E. Given that C

A\E
p �ϕ�AE → ϕ = (Ep → Kpϕ) → ϕ, we have

Ep → Kpϕ true simply because Ep is false. Accordingly, there is no reason why
ϕ must hold.

This provides a formal model of how a true statement can lead to false
beliefs due to misinterpretation. Moreover, as Theorem 26 shows, such false
beliefs cannot be detected by introspection.

6 Applications

6.1 Formalizing “The Murders in the Rue Morgue”

Example 1 describes a situation where honest witnesses provide contradictory
information that is, nevertheless, successfully filtered by Dupin. We show how
his reasoning can be formalized and explained using the creed modality. Dupin
reads all witness accounts from a paper. We assume no misinterpretation of what
the witnesses said. In addition, the paper mentions the exact type of each wit-
ness (French not speaking Italian, Dutch not speaking French, etc.), which again
is assumed to be factive. Hence, we use only one creed modality with the iden-
tity interpretation function per witness account read by Dupin. In other words,
Dupin reasons about the available information without the need to interpret it.
The crucial question is: Why does Dupin ignore some but not all of the infor-
mation provided by each witness? The answer becomes clear if we view each
witness account as one or several creed modalities regarding what this witness
heard from m. Ignoring slight variations in details, all witness statements can be
divided into two types: (a) m did not speak the language I speak; (b) m spoke
a language I do not speak. Dupin accepts statements (a) but ignores state-
ments (b). Even when statement (b) of a witness contradicts statement (a) of
another witness, Dupin accepts statements (a) from both witnesses. Here is how
these statements of, say, the French witness f ∈ F regarding the utterance ϕ
of m can be represented via the creed modality:

(a) C
F\F
m ϕ = Fm → KmfFF (ϕ) = Fm → Km⊥;

(b) C
F\I
m ϕ = Im → KmfFI(ϕ) = Im → Km
.

Indeed, for (a), since the interpreting function from French to French is mean-
ingful (in the simplest case, is the identity function), the fact that f could not
understand what m was saying in this case means that fFF (ϕ) = ⊥. On the
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other hand, for (b), since f does not know Italian, he has fFI(ψ) = 
 for all ψ.
As discussed in Example 13, (a) yields ¬Fm. Similarly, (b) yields 
 as per Exam-
ple 12. This rightfully leads Dupin to the conclusion ¬Fm, i.e., m /∈ F . In other
words, statements (b) are ignored because they are trivial, not because they are
false. One might say that, for f , a stronger precondition of m saying something
in Italian is m ∈ I. But using Im → KmIm in place of (b) would yield axiom
P3, still a logically trivial statement.

In the story, m was an orangutan (Ourang-Outang in Poe’s spelling), thus,
fulfilling m /∈ A for any language A discussed.

6.2 Solution to Knights and Knaves

Clearly the partition of the island from Example 2 involves two types: I for
knIghts and A for knAves. Let s be the reasoner and L be his type. The puzzle
postulates that fLI(ϕ) = ϕ and fLA(ϕ) = ¬ϕ for any formula ϕ. Accordingly,
the full information agent s receives from agent p’s statement that ϕ is

C
s
pϕ = C

L\I
p ϕ ∧ C

L\A
p ϕ = (Ip → Kpϕ) ∧ (Ap → Kp¬ϕ).

In the puzzle in question, p states that at least one of p and q is a knave, Ap∨Aq

in formulas. Hence, agent s learns

C
s
p(Ap ∨ Aq) =

(
Ip → Kp(Ap ∨ Aq)

)
∧

(
Ap → Kp¬(Ap ∨ Aq)

)
. (7)

Here is how to derive in EHL that p is a knight and q is a knave, i.e., Ip ∧ Aq:

1. Ap → Kp¬(Ap ∨ Aq) prop. reasoning from (7)
2. Kp¬(Ap ∨ Aq) → ¬Ap t and prop. reasoning
3. ¬Ap prop. reasoning since Ap → ¬Ap follows from 1. and 2.
4. ¬Ap → Ip P1 and prop. reasoning
5. Ip (MP) from 3. and 4.
6. Ip → Kp(Ap ∨ Aq) prop. reasoning from (7)
7. Ip → Ap ∨ Aq t and prop. reasoning from 6.
8. Ip → Aq prop. reasoning from 7. since Ip → ¬Ap by P2
9. Ip ∧ Aq prop. reasoning from 5. and 8.

Hence, EHL � C
s
p(Ap ∨ Aq) → Ip ∧ Aq.

6.3 Modelling of Software Updates

Consider an heterogeneous distributed system with two agent-types, U for the
updated agents running the most recent software and O for the agents running
the old protocol, which is designed with the possibility of future updates in
mind. Since the new protocols are designed by taking into account the existence
of processes running the old protocol, the interpretation functions can be built
asymmetrically. Each type interprets information from its own type directly:
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fUU (ϕ) = ϕ and fOO(ϕ) = ϕ. U agents can interpret messages from O agents
using backward compatibility fUO(ϕ) = g

(
fOO(ϕ)

)
, where g translates into the

updated system language.
The opposite is not always possible as O agents have no knowledge of the

new protocols. Accordingly, messages ϕ compatible with the old protocol will be
processed as before, i.e., using fOO(ϕ). But if ϕ is unknown to the old protocol,
i.e., fOO(ϕ) = ⊥, the creed under the assumption that sender s ∈ O would yield
C

O\O
s ϕ ↔ ¬Os. In this case, receiver r can conclude that the sender process s

does not conform to the old protocol. Since this error flagging disappears when r
is also updated, however, it may very well be the case that this does not violate
the fault resilience properties of the old protocol, in particular, when not too
many processes are updated simultaneously. In this case, r could be guaranteed
to always compute a correct result.

6.4 Comparison to Related Work

The interpretation functions in the knights and knaves puzzles depend on the
speaker only, which made it possible to formalize them in [20] by means of public
announcements. In the other two examples (Rue Morgue and software update),
there is an additional difficulty: even knowing the sender’s type, agents interpret
messages differently based on the varying levels of knowledge about the sender’s
protocol. This important degree of freedom of our method compared to [20] is
especially central to the software update example.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper provides a sound and complete axiomatization for a logic for heteroge-
neous distributed systems that generalizes the logic of fault-tolerant distributed
systems and enables us to explicitly model the interpretation of messages sent by
agents that execute different protocols (identified by types). It revolves around
a (derived) new modality called creed, a generalization of the hope modality for
byzantine agents, that satisfies positive and negative introspection post message-
interpretation and enjoys factivity when the sender’s type is correctly identified.
We demonstrated the explanatory power of our approach by applying it to three
representative examples from areas ranging from detective reasoning to logic
puzzles to distributed systems. The current formalization assumes that agents
knowledge is factive even if this factivity does not affect how they communicated.
Relaxing this assumption and working with agents whose beliefs may be com-
promised, e.g., due to sensor errors or memory failures, is a natural next step.
Another natural extension is to allow for on-the-fly updates to the interpretation
functions based on received information.
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